
Noter 2cpm Btmoaphst.ico2 Phenomena obsarvad at Darjiti y in 
the HimaEa?/d ;Ubuntaim, during the summer of 1832.-By Cuptain 
WUTEB STANHOPE SEERWILL, Revenue Surreyor. 

The Snnatnrium of Dajiling situated in the lower Himalayah 
Nountains, at  an elevation of 7,126 feet abore the sea, and distant 
from the perpetual snow thirtyfive miles, afords both h m  its 
elevation and from its proximity to the vast masses of perpetual 
anow nnd glaciers, a farourable position for observing several very 
benutiful phenomena that occur at all seasons of the year; added to 
which I may mention, that the fuil force of the South West monsoon 
is felt in these mouutnins. The monsoon bloning over the I n d h  
Oceau a d  B3p of Bengd mrires at these moulltnins, three kun&d 
and seventy miles from the sea, loaded with moisture, and loaded to 
euch an extent aa to precipitate, yearly, one hundred and thirty-sir 
inches of min. Much of this moisture is retained by the soil and 
forests covering the mountains, rrhich assists in forming the pheno- 
menm now under consideration, m d  which may be divided into 
three claeae~. 

Pirutly; those thnt am caused by great cold and depend upon 
minute crptala of aijrinlly suspended ice for their prismatic colours. 

Secondly; those that are dependent upon moisture for their pris- 
matic colours, produced by the refraction of light in passing through 
clouds, f o g  or mist. 

Thirdly; those phenomena that are cawed by cold and sudden 
blaats of wind rushing from the snows, ahich meeting the warmer 
air of the valleys, or the hot streams of air that rise from the plains 
of Bengd, serve to form clouds by condensntion. 

Of t h e p ~ s t  named class of pheuomeru I obserred but two ; the 
first maa observed on the 21st Jlay, 1S52, at seven in the morning, 
the nir was pure and bracing, Thermometer 5S0 in the shade ; the 
sky to the Enat mas covered nith a dappled and streaked mass of 
eirro-cumuli and cirro-stratus, at a probable height of 20,000 feet. 
Upon this true " mnckml sky" nu depicted one of those glorious 
coronre, only seen at  great elevations or in high Latitudes. 

!l!he weather at Da jiling had been for the whole previous fort- 
H 
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night a succession of heavy showers, fogs and bad weather, but the 
morning of the 21st was the commencement of a bright sunny day,; 
the power of the sun, when that luminary waa at  an elevation (cal- 
culated) of l'iO 34' waa considerably dimmed, shining n-ith a pole 
aubdued light through the frozen mass of clouds in front of it ; around 
the sun appeared a magnzcent corona with a diameter of about 
4T0 and nearly a complete circle Vide Plate 11. ; 3000 of the circle 
being visible, the remaining 60° being occupied by a gap where the 
corona appeared resting on the su~llmit~ and sides of the Eastern 
snony range, down ahose slopes the ends of the corona dissol~ed and 
lost themselves. The corona rrns composed of two colours, violet on 
the edge nearest to the sun and red on the outer edge, the t ao  coloura 
blending together and forming a neutral tiut in the middle of the 
corona ; the order here obserred mth regard to the colours i~ simi- 
Inr to that obsurved in the rainbow. 

The true sun was h k e d  on either side at the djstnnce of 11 45) 
by a pahelion or mock sun of a pale unrehcted light, at  an equd 
altitude with the true eun, each parhelion forming the head of a 
eegment of a circle with a radius of 23O 30'; the segments of the 
circlee attached to the parhelia hung graceful curving fringed 
appendages, converging to a point below the true sun. The parhelh 
were equal in size to the true sun, and were equi-distant from the 
corona and true sun. Above the true sun mas a segment of another 
circle with a diameter of 47" and distant about 11° from the true 
sun, the concave side or the side away from the sun, was beautifully 
f iged  with prismtic and violet-coloured n y s  or tongues of moving 
light, the sharp extremities of the moving rays pointing and flicker- 
ing upwards. 

The main corona from its great ,size presented a magnificent 
object, and its prismatic colours were most brilliant, nlmost as brilli- 
ant as the colours of the true rainbow ; contrary to the custom of 
rainbows which places the spectator between the bow and the sun, 
and which enables the spectator to .gaze upon this beautiful object 
in the heavens with undazzled eyes, his back being turned toward 
the sun-the corona and parhelia are almaye between the sun and 
spectator and t h u ~  from the glare of the sun, much of their beauty 
is lost. 







W o t t e ,  ik.sgo, Herschell and others have referred the appear- - of c o ~ ~ l l ~  or hnlos to the refrnction and reflection of minute 
cryst& of ice, floating in the atmosphere. 

This grand picture lasted about a quarter of nn hour and wan SUC- 

ceeded by heavy rain a t  Darjiling, and a fall of snow upon the 
higher and neighbouring peaks. 

In the next phenomenon witnessed, a totnlly different 
ment of colours to the last, consequent upon the refrangibility of 
light when passing through a bank of frozen clouds was observed. 

On the 21st September, 1833, at  6-45 a. u. Thermometer 62O. 
The heavens to the East mere overspread mth fleecy cirro-cumuli 
at  an elevation of fire miles; beneath the cirro small, light and 
tnmapmnt cumuli occupied a lower region at  a probable elevation 
of 10,000 feet. Upon the frozen clouds nbove and a little to the 
South of the am, there wna projected a portion of an arc whose 
rsdias might be 85O of the most brilliant and vivid coiours, the 
edge sway from the sun being yellow, and the edge nearest to the 
eun red ; the intermedinte spiace being occupied by s combination 
of all the prismatic colours, not n perfect amalgamation of the co- 
lours, otherwise the colour would have been white, but am& 
particles of each colour appenred sparkling and wavering like the 
wloure wen upon the inside of a pearl oyster shell. 

At the lover end of the main segment, a distorted but very brilli- 
ant corona, was joined to it nt an angle of 35O. This latter corona 
wan about one-half the width of the lnrger segment, but much longer 
and Kith a similar armngement of colours. I ts  shape, which re- 
sembled an 9, threaded its way amongst a series of light f ~ + ~  
cumuli until it disappeared amongst the small cirro-cumuli of the 
back ground. 

A h h t  easterly wind mas blowing at the time with a drifting 
scud below the cumuli which occnsionally obscured portions of the 
brightly-coloured carom. The two coronm had a gentle motion 
towards the South. 

The group waa seen between the sun and spectator, and lasted 
twenty-fire minutes. 

The planet Venue shone brightly the whole time between the two 
corom. 
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h before remarked, the two phenomena just described were seen 
between the spectator and the sun, the spectator having his face 
turned towards the sun, and that they oired their brillivlt prismatio 
colours to light refracted by small spicula of ice floating in the at- 
mosphere; those now about to be described, on the contrnry, were 
seen when the spectator was between the sun and the phenomena ; 
and with the back turned tonards the eun ; and further they owe 
their prismatic colours to the refraction of light, f&g upon minute 
resicles of rater containing air suspended in fogs; they nre in fuct 
Popbozos and all those seen by me mere seen early in the morning 
when the sun mas 15O to lSO abore the horizon. 

The spectator must be placed betreen the sun and a fog ; turning 
his fnce towards the fog he will see his figure reflected upon the oppo- 
site cloud, surrounded by a succession of concentric circles of brilliant 
colours, refracted by the wntey particles of the fog ; nnd following 
the order of the colours as seen in the rainbow. (Vide Plate 111.) 

A line dnwn from the sun through the spectator's head to the 
common centre of the circles is a straight line. 

The general appearance of s ve y perfect fog-bow, is as follows ; 
by which it w i l l  be seen, that some of the colours of the prism are 
wnnting, or taking violet or the upper colour of the solar spectrum 
as 1, numbers, 2, 3,4 and 6, me ranting. The spectator sees his 
iigme about thirty yards in front of him, surrounded by a disc of a 
greyiah, or pinkish neutral tint, with a diameter equal to his own 
height, but with the head exactly in the centre ; beyond this central 
disc which is edged on the outer circle 6 t h  a pale violet, appenr the 
following circles of colour, viz. violet, yellow, orange, their width 
bearing the correct proportion as ascertained by the prism, viz. the 
violet eighty parts ; yellow forty ; orange twenty-seven ; the three 
circles occupy three semi-dinmeters of the central disc ; beyond this 
first series of circles another series is visible, observing the folloning 
arrangement of colours ; violet, green, yellow, omnge ; the circles 
being much broader than those in the first series, the brilliancy of 
their colours much f h t e r  and rather confused. Beyond this second 
aeries of colours a colourless or white bow is solneti~ues seen with 
a d i u s  equnl to sis semi-diameters of the inner or first series of 
colours, viz. from the centre of the disc o here the spectator's head 
is reflected, to the exterior of the first orange colour. 





Depending from the shoulders of the spectator ie n dnrk neutral 
tinted pyramidal shnde, resembling n flowing garment, occupying 
about 720 of the central disc. 

From the outside rim of the inner yellow circle, long pencil-like 
rays of neutral tinted or ,my colour, radiate in all directions, spread- 
ing nnd increasing in size in proportion to their distance from the 
centre, until lost in the surrounding haze. 

The fog-bows with these sprending rags are Tery benutilul objects, 
but these rays are frequently nnnting. 

Another fog-bow commonly seen at Dajeeling, consists of the - 
usual neutral coloured disc, ouo series of coucentric circles exhibiting 
riolet, yellow, orange and blue (this latter colour it si l l  bo observed 
is contrary to the regular order of the prismatic colours) beyond these 
circles a t  three and half diameters of the disc, comprising the whole 
of the four colours is the usud unicolour bow but no radiating pen- 
cils of g n y  colour. Depending from the shoulders of the spectator 
ia the constant garment-like appendnge. The figure reflected upon 
the fog, follows all the motions of the spectator, who, ie the accom- 
panying sketch is represented with his hnt in his right hand, whilst 
the left hnnd is raised above his head. 

For the sake of easy reference I append the colours of the s o h  
spectrum, together with their values as ascertained by Sir Isaac 
Xewton ; also the order of the colours of the ordinary rainbow. 

Order of the colours as a h e n  when refracted by the prism: 
5. Tellow, ...... 40 
6. Orange, ...... 27 
7. Red, ......... 45 

- 
Total length, 360 

1. Violet, ......... 80 
2. Indigo ,......... 48 
8. Blue, ........ 60 
4. Green, 60 ......... 

and red furthermost from the sun. 
The upper rainbow from being produced by tno reflections and 

tTFo refractions of light, has its colours reversed. 
Another, but transient nnd hurried, phenomenon of the second 

class is sometimes observed by 3 spectator, when he is standing n5th 
his back to the sun nnd looking down from n height upon n bank of 
snow-white cumuli, upon which the rising or very early sun is shin- 
ing. 

In the nlinborr2 

violet is nearest to 
the sun. 
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The bank of cloud becomes d u d  with a shining opalescent 
light, too delicate to be described either by uorda or by colours; 
mingled with this opalescent tinge, distinct prismatic streaks or 
bands are observed following the order of the prismatic colours 
arranged in the rainboa, but only disphying the three primary 
colours, viz. blue, yellow and red, which are repeated over and over 
again in succession. 

The finest bank of this description I eyer snr,  wns upon the 9th 
August, 1852; when standing upon the Singaleelah range at an 
elemtion of 12,000 feet above the sea, I looked down upon a bank 
of snoa-white cumuli that were about 5,500 feet below me, in the 
Kepd Territory. The Thermometer stood at 580. These appear- 
ances so soft md delicate, last but a few minutes and then disappear. 

I t  is an axiom in optics that a &bow cannot be seen u~lless An 
ia falling b e t ~ e e n  the spectator and that part of the sky nhich is 
opposite to the sun ; the f o l l o ~ n g  description of a rainbow seen by 
me requires more explanation than I am capable of giving to it, to 
account for its appearance and nnomalous position. 

Upon the 25th Sept~mber, 1852, at 2 P. x. Tber. 68O whilst 
standing a t  an elevation of 7,165 feet above the sea, the heavens 
partly overcast by heavy cumuli, and looking down in a North 
Easterly direction into one of the deep valleys, I perceived at 3,000 
feet below me and two miles distant, a magidcent rainbow follow- 
ing for about one mile the exact wavy outline of the crest of a slop- 
ing mountain; the colours being, a very brilliant riolet nearest the 
spectator, and then a dark and very vivid green, then yellow, red, 
then yellow; and upon the next mountain another red was 
shown; the trees in the forest, the Xative clearances and their 
houses were all seen bathed in these virid colours, but there WUJ no 
opparent rain falling, only a brightly transparent mass of cumuli 
was passing over the sun, which obscured my position, whilst the 
bow and the mountain upon which i t  waa projected were in bright 
sunshine. 

The colours of the bow were far more brillinnt than those seen in 
the brighteat usual rainbow. 



Phmmem of the Z%ird C h .  
The 20th May, 1852, was a wnrm, dry Bummer day md hnd been 

highly favourable to evnporation and, though invisible to the eye, the 
nir was chnrged d t h  moisture which suddenly showed itself in nn 
extmrdinnry mnnner os o huge cumulus, fifteen miles in length 
at an elevntion of 11,000 feet, which was rnpidly formed by conden- 
sation of the invisible rapour caused by a chilled stream of air 
descending from the snowy-range distant thirtpfire miles; the 
effects of this cold blast was first shown in the formation of a cumu- 
lus which rapidly formed, until as nbore described, it extended to 
a teen miles in length and about 5,000 feet in thickness. This line 
body of vnpour was driven rnpidly to the South, and as it approached 
the mountain Tonglo which rises to 10,009 feet nbore the sea, the 
lower portion of the cumulus, which had hitherto been stratus or 
nearly horizontal, begnn throwing down about twenty water-spout- 
like looking tails about one thousand feet in length each ; which 
gyrated at  a rapid pace increasing in length nt the snme time, until 
the whole cloud burst into heavy rain. The distance of the Tonglo 
mountain from the spot of observation was eleven and hnlfmiles, 
therefore the gyration of the t d s  must have been very rapid to 
have enabled me to see it with the mked eye. 

The attraction of this cloud by the mountain must be referred 
either to electric causesz~rhich caused the cloud to condense into 
moisture ; or else that the cloud had entered n cooler atmosphere 
near the mountain than it had been travelling in before it reached 
the, mountnin, Tonglo. Snow lies in patches in Unp new Tonglo 
(I have seen it in large patches on the 12th U y )  nhicll of itself 
ia enough to condense any cumulus, heavily laden nith moisture. 

Thnt there mas some nttraction i beyond a doubt, as the tnila one 
mile Sorth nnd South of the central mass of tails descended at nn 

angle of 450 nith the horizon, and all seemed striving to reach the 
very summit of the mountain, upon which they dl burst upon con- 
tact taking place. 

The following rapid and consecutive formntion and dispersion of 
clouds I have frequently observed during the summer months, when 
the sun, pouring d o m  its almost perpendicular ray s-Dajiling 
atnnds in North Latitude 27?-into the deep valleys, causes o rapid 



ascent of heated air, and aa np id  a descent of cold air to aupply its 
place. Standing at an elevation of 7,000 feet and looking d o n  
into the valleys at the foot of the Goong range, South of Dajiling 
e m d  patches of clouda are seen to form at  an elevation of about 
4,000 feet, rhich with great rapidity rush up the side of the moun- 
tains, increasing in size a t  every hundred feet from the npid  con- 
densation of the heated rapoury particles aa they meet with a colder 
medium; upon reachiug the summit of the lofty Goong m g e  n 
mountain 7,400 feet in height and encountering a cold Southern 
blast from the upper regions of the atmosphere, they are again 
dragged down into tho  alley by this stream of air and at the same 
rapid pace they had ascended ~ i t h  ; but decreasing in size until at 
an elevation of 9,000 feet the. again disappear, then ra ter  particles 
re-expanding iuto nn invisible rapour. I hare seen this wild race 
of clouds kept up for hours until the sun sinking in the West 
and depriving the valleys of their heat put nn end to this lively 
scene. 

Looking d o n  from Dnrjiling into the deep and capacious mal- 
ley of the Rungeet rirer, the following beautiful appearance may 
generally be seen during the early morning of the spring and 
summer. The  alley, from the source of the great Rungeet to its 
junction ~ i t h  the Teesta ris-er a distance of fifty miles, may be seen 
filled to the height of 2,000 feet with a heavy dense and snor-white 
mass of cumulus, resembling the softest and fnirest carded cotton ; 
the upper surfnce of the cloud upon which the spectator gazes is 
broken into a thousand softly outlined and rounded masses of cumu- 
li. The whole mass has a gentle motion with the stream of the 
Rungeet. 

T G ~  phenomenon is caused by the cold from the water descending 
from the snows and glaciers condensing the rnrmer vapour a t  tho 
bottom of the vnlley. 

The sun's appearance and warmth is the signal for the dispersion 
of this very beautiful object. 

The last phenomenon that I shall notice, is one that from its 
singular appearance has given rise to the idea that Kunchinjinga, 
the highest measured mountain in the world, and which rises to the 
height of 28,177 feet above the sea, is a volcano. 
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Upon m y  h e  aummer day when the henvena are pretty free from 
.clouds o long and white smoke-like horizontal cloud in seen ex; 
tending for several thousand feet from the imluediate summit of 
Kunchiujinga ; generally in a North Easterly direction ; as this cloull 
is uever seen on both sides of the peak at tho same time, nnd as tho 
cloud kns n risible  notion to the north-east, and m it appearu to 
rise out of the crater-like fnce of tho mountain, it certainly haa nll 
the appearance of a continued supply of white sulphureoua rmoko 
being emitted from the peak. 

I t  may be explained as follom ; a current of air passing over tho 
warm rdeya of Sepal is driven up the fnce of the snowy range, o 
portion of this current of warm air 3s it passes ovcr tlie suuluit of 
Xunchinjing is condensed by the bitter cold air on its north-eastern 
or Tibetan h e  and thus brought into sight. 

An Indigo-planter, who had lived for forty yenrs iu tho p b s  and 
in sight of Kunchinjinga, decked, that nothing would wnvinco him 
that tho inountain was not an active volcano. 

Tbe two hcriptiona, of which rubbings have beeu nlreluly for- 
nwded, and of which copies by hmd are now sent, au cut on two 
lnrge gmllite bouldera about thirty, yards apart, near the village of 
Khulmim-pergunnah Rehloo, zillah Kmgra. 

They rn situated in a field about half way between the villuge 
itself nnd the station of Dhurmaaln on the edge of the high bank of 
a mountain torrent, which issues from the lofty Dhurmda range 
o h u t  half 3 mile to the north-east. 

They are so clenrly cut that there a n  be little doubt as to the 
readiry of either, one being simply- 

" ICllehnaymasn &a,'' in h i a n  Pali, (Plate I. No. 1) the other- 
" Iirishayaansya drimo m6dangisya." (Plate I. No. 2.) 
No. 2, which ia in tho e q w e  Indian character, haa two additional 

uymhls  at its termination, one is the mero " swastika," the othcr, 
I 




